
Estil Hand Pallet trucks

Estil Pallet lifters

Hand Pallet Truck type EPWQ

Can be lift to maximum height with only 6 strokes.

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheel on the lower end of the fork.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

For wheels and steering wheels with a polyurethane cover and a

solid bearing system for smooth and silent movement. 

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667000 EPWQ20 2000 Tandem 1150 x 540 85 200 160 75

Hand Pallet Truck type EPW

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheel on the lower end of the fork.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

For wheels and steering wheels with a polyurethane cover and a

solid bearing system for smooth and silent movement. 

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667001 EPW25 2500 Tandem 1150 x 540 85 200 160 75

667002 EPW30 3000 Tandem 1150 x 540 85 200 160 85

667008 EPW50 5000 Tandem 1150 x 580 85 200 160 190

Hand Pallet Truck type EPWK

Short model

Especially designed for use in trucks and in limited spaces.

210 degrees revolving, very small turning circle.

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheel on the lower end of the fork.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

For wheels and steering wheels with a polyurethane cover and a

solid bearing system for smooth and silent movement. 

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667003 EPWK25 2500 Tandem 800 x 540 85 200 160 75
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Hand Pallet Truck type EPWL

Low model

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

210 degrees revolving, very small turning circle.

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

C-profile forks pressed out of one piece for extra stability.

Steering wheels of polyurethane and fork rolls of steel.

Due to the extreme low height ideal for low pallets such as

pallets with bricks or stones.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667004 EPWL10 1000 Tandem 1120 x 530 35 51 160 69

667005 EPWL15 1500 Tandem 1150 x 540 51 165 160 75

Hand Pallet Truck type EPW15EL

Extra long type

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheel on the lower end of the fork.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

For wheels and steering wheels with a polyurethane cover and a

solid bearing system for smooth and silent movement. 

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667006 EPW15EL 1500 Tandem 2000 x 540 85 200 160 125

Hand Pallet Lifter Truck type EPWH

High lifting hand pallet truck

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Telescopic 3-stage cylinder for light and easy operation.

Lifting fast 40 mm per stroke, at full load 15 mm.

Automatic stabilizer which automatic prevent the truck for driving after

lifting approx. 30 cm, this function makes a better stability.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

Fork rolls and steering wheels covered with polyurethane and a

solid bearing system for a smooth and silent movement.

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667007 EPWH10 1000 Tandem 1170 x 540 85 800 160 127
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Hand Pallet Truck type EPWG

Galvanized hand pallet truck

For use in areas where standard pallet trucks easy corrode.

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheels at the end of the forks.

Lever handle and triangle construction for added strength.

Fork rolls and steering wheels of nylon, solid bearing system 

for a smootha and silent movement.

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667009 EPWG20 2000 Tandem 1150 x 540 85 200 160 75

Hand Pallet Truck type EPWR

Stainless Steel hand pallet truck

For use in food industry, fishing industry, shops etc.

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Massive steel tandem wheel set with circulation rolls for a

better movement on uneveness floor.

Plastic wheels at the end of the forks.

Lever handle and triangle construction for added strength.

Fork rolls and steering wheels of nylon, solid bearing system 

for a smootha and silent movement.

Several lubrication points on turning parts for easy maintenance. 

Possibility to lower the load slowly.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667010 EPWR20 2000 Tandem 1150 x 540 85 200 160 95

Hand Pallet Truck type EPWW

Weighing hand pallet truck

Heavy duty hydraulic pomp unit with over pressure valve.

Weighing hand pallet truck with 4 sensors for an optmal weighing.

Capacity of 2.000 kilo in steps of 1 kilo, deviation 0,1%

possibility of counting the cargo, makes is possible to show always 

the total sum of the cargo.

Standard supplied with 4 AA batteries, approx. 65 hour runtime,

Auto switch of after not using the unit for 3 minutes.

Weighing unit protected IP65, provided with 18 mm LED.

Ergonomic lever handle covered with rubber 

and triangle construction for added strength.

C-profile forks pressed out of one piece for extra stability.

Steering wheels and fork wheels of polyurethane.

Also available with build in printer, type P.

Number Type Cap. Type    Fork dimensions      Fork height Width Weight

in kilo fork      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

mm.

667015 EPWW20 2000 Tandem 1150 x 572 82 200 182 115

667016 EPWW20P 2000 Tandem 1150 x 572 85 200 182 120

IMPORTANT NOTE

Each user must check the tool before using on safety and functionality.

Check before using the wheels and frame on damaging or wear. 

Check the pump unit to be sure it works properly. 
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Estil Stacker trucks

Hoist stacker trucks type ELS

Due to its compact design the ELS stacker trucks are very 

maintenance friendly and an ideal tool for places where and

heftruck is not available.

The solid construction gives the stack truck always a good

stablity and due to the with polyurethane covered bearing wheels

wheels the stacker truck is easy to control. 

Big handles gives a good grip and control of the truck.

The hoist is fitted with a hoist brake to keep to load fixed on

every required height. The ELS fork rolls and steering 

wheels can be blocked by using the wheel brakes.

The width between the forks is adjustable for different pallet dimensions.

At type ELS25 and ELS50 the forks land both next to the wheel frame.

At type ELS100 the forks covers at the lowest point the wheel frame.

Number Type Cap. Total      Fork width      Fork heigth Length Weight

in kilo build h.      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

cm. mm.

667025 ELS25 250 203      150-690 90 1560 800 140

667026 ELS50 500 203      160-690 90 1560 1000 146

667027 ELS100 1000 193 540 88 1500 1150 182

Hand Hydraulic stacker truck type EHS

The EHS hand hydraulic stacker is a maintenance friendly tool 

and is easy to use, fitted with a hydraulic pump unit makes it possible

to lift very heavy loads up to big heights and makes it also

possible to lower the load extreme slowly. With this stacker no

empty space stays unused.

A brake keeps the EHS stacker stabil on its place during 

the lifting process. 

Big handles gives a good grip and control of the truck.

Two fork rolls and two steering wheels are mounted in the frame. 

Rolls and wheels are polyurethane and  with heavy 

and solid bearings.

Number Type Cap. Total      Fork width      Fork heigth Length Weight

in kilo build h.      in mm. Min. Max. fork in  kilo

cm. mm.

667029 EHS1015 1000 197 540 88 1500 1150 220

667030 EHS1025 1000 197 540 88 2500 1150 330

IMPORTANT NOTE

Each user must check the tool before using on safety and functionality.

Check before using the following points: the wheels, hydraulic pump, mast,

frame, forks and load forks.
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